Over the years, TABS Wall Systems has supplied solutions for remodel and restoration projects throughout the USA. The versatility of thin veneer installation systems makes it possible to achieve outstanding aesthetic results without extensive structural design considerations and/or the need to introduce footers and lintels. At 7.5 lbs per square foot for typical thin brick installations, even major remodels can be simple. You can turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse.

ONE CANALSIDE - Buffalo, NY

Perhaps the largest building restoration project undertaken with the TABS Wall System has been the conversion of the Donovan State Office Building, constructed in 1962. After being abandoned in 2007, years passed by before plans to redevelop the building began. Ultimately, the TABS Wall System along with a National Fire Prevention Association rated insulation assembly from Carlisle Coatings and Waterproofing became a part of the façade replacement.
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